Every quarter, The Florida Green receives dozens of news releases from suppliers and manufacturers. Selection for publication is based first on the product's apparent newsworthiness to golf course superintendents. As a general rule, no more than one release from each manufacturer will be printed in the same issue.

**Faster top dressing**

Designed by a superintendent, the new Flex Brush from Standard Golf is a set of three brushes that attach to the cutting units of Toro and Jacobsen greensmowers to brush a swath as wide as each mower's cutting width. Follows the contours and undulations of all top-dressed surfaces like no dragging method can.

**System prevents run-off on slopes**

The new Maxi System IV from Rain Bird features a unique "Cycle and Soak" that prevents unwanted evaporation, flooding or run-off from slopes by turning on specified heads for brief periods and then off for longer periods to let the water soak in. Cycle and soak times are specified by the operator.

**Injectable wetting agent**

AquaGro Injectable from Aquatrols is a low-viscosity formulation containing 33 percent AquaGro soil wetting agent that can be injected into irrigation systems using any commercially available irrigation injection pump.

**Solution for grass clippings**

The Turbo-Shredder mower deck from Excel Industries chops and shreds grass clippings into very fine pieces that return quickly and easily to the soil surface.